
 
 

 

BECHRONIZED TIMING SOFTWARE OVERVIEW 

1 Introduction 

Our different timing software suites allow you to manage and process the collected race data in 

active and motorized sports at your convenience. Printing the overall ranking of a race or by 

category, adjusting the lay-out of the printouts, displaying the results on an extra screen or LED 

scoreboard, uploading the results to the internet all belong to the possibility among many other 

functions. 

You would like to use your own timing software? No problem! We give the communication 

protocol of our decoders freely so that you can integrate your own timing software into our 

decoders. 

2 Chronos Timing Software 

Chronos is our in-house developed multi-sports timing software which allows you to manage and 

process the collected race data in many types of sports like road cycling, mountain bike, running, 

triathlon, horse racing, MX (motocross), motorcycle and car racing. 

Chronos is an all-in-one timing software suite which means that all functionalities are standard 

available within the suite. Following functionalities are available among many others: 

 Create an event and a participant list 

 Create practice and race heat sessions with predefined or adjusted timing and sport 

regulation parameters 

 Follow the race on your computer screen and display it on an extra LCD screen or LED 

scoreboard 

 Print the race results and upload them to our website or your own website 

 Master-slave configuration with 2 computers 

 Lap times, split times, pit entry, pit out,… 

 TV incrustation 

3 Vola Timing Software 

BeChronized makes also use of the Vola timing software suites. Vola Timing is one of our partners 

specialized in timing and has developed its own timing software for ski races, equestrian sports, 

motor sports (kart, car, motorbike), mountain bike and many others such as mass competitions, 
rowing and so on. 

Following timing software suites can be offered: Msports-Pro (Multisports in line), Circuit-Pro 

(Motorized Sports on circuit), SkiAlp-Pro (Alpine Skiing), SkiNordic-Pro (Nordic Skiing) and 

SkiSnow-Pro (Snowboard and Freestyle Skiing). 

All timing software suites allows the management, processing and printing of many types of sport 

competitions. Additional applications like Display and Live respectively allows you to broadcast in 

live an event ranking on a video network and to broadcast in live a start list, live ranking of an 
event on your website. 

4 BMX & Inline Skating Timing Software 

Next to our in-house developed Chronos timing software, we also developed a BMX and Inline 

Skating timing software which respectively specifically responds to the need and regulations to 

the BMX and Inline Skating sport. 

 


